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In Idsardi 2006 I offered a reformulated and somewhat simplified proof of the computational
complexity of Optimality Theory (OT), closely following earlier work by Eisner (1997, 2000).
As in Eisner's original articles the proof proceeds by transforming a known NP-complete problem (finding Hamiltonian paths in a directed graph) into an OT generation problem. The reduction entails an intermediate candidate set consisting of the permutations over an alphabet, a set
which cannot be perspicuously encoded. Kornai (2006) raises certain questions about how closely the assumptions behind the proof accord with actual practice within OT. Kornai's concerns are
important and relevant, and I am grateful to have a chance to elucidate these issues further.
As Kornai points out, the crux of the matter is the use of self-conjoined constraints, *α²,
which forbid two instances of α within a domain, i.e. constraints penalizing structures meeting
the abstract schema *[ ... α ... α ... D]. Constraints of this type are extensively investigated in Ito
and Mester 2003. Kornai correctly points out that if α and D are bounded, finite and very small,
then the import of the proof is blunted. The explicit assumptions in Idsardi 2006 are that α can be
an individual phoneme (i.e. a complete feature specification) and that D can be the entire prosodic word (p. 273). Kornai conjectures instead that α can be restricted to "nodes in the feature
geometry" (presumably not including the root node, as this would be equivalent to allowing complete feature specifications, i.e. phonemes) and that D can be restricted to bounded phonological
structures (namely syllables, feet and cola). Unfortunately, neither of these conditions hold in actual OT practice employing conjoined constraints.
As for the possible structures instantiating α, Ito and Mester (2003: 30) offer three examples: aspirated consonants (No-Cʰ² to capture Grassmann's Law effects, see also pp. 68ff),
voiced obstruents (No-D² to capture Lyman's Law effects; this is discussed througout their
book), and falling tones (No-HL² to capture Japanese deaccentuation facts, see also pp. 52ff).
Later they also use self-conjoined constraints against particular phonemes (No-L² and No-R² to
capture Latin liquid dissimilation facts, pp. 63ff) and against geminates (No-GEM² to capture
Latin lex mamilla and Japanese loanwords, pp. 47ff). As formulated by Ito and Mester, none of
these examples (except perhaps falling tones) meets Kornai's restriction to individual feature
geometry nodes. For example, in Greek and Sanskrit Grassmann's Law must be restricted to aspirated stops; i.e. it must exclude /s/, even though /s/ is [+spread glottis] (Vaux 1998). The required feature specification [-continuant, +spread glottis] is not a coherent node in any feature
geometry proposal. Likewise, for Ito and Mester Lyman's Law prohibits pairs of voiced obstruents, that is, the partial feature specification [-sonorant, +voiced], which is again not a coherent
feature geometry node.
Many other researchers have also proposed constraints against two identical items within
a domain. Since the proof relies on constraints banning identical phonemes, particularly relevant
are constraints against false geminates (e.g. Baković 2005) and against long-distance geminates
(e.g. Rose 2000, Frisch, Broe and Pierrehumbert 2004). Casting a wider net, Evans (1995: 734)
presents a case where multiple NC clusters are prohibited within words; he also shows that this
cannot be re-interpreted as prenasalized stop avoidance as the language also has prenasalized
stops which are subject to different conditions. Finally, Yip 1995 proposes *Repeat(stem), which
avoids identical stems in the same word, and stems are clearly an unbounded class of items.

As for the possible domains instantiating D, Ito and Mester explicitly discuss this issue
(pp. 105ff) and include morpheme, stem, and prosodic word within their catalog of possible domains for self-conjunction and assign Lyman's Law and Japanese deaccentuation to the prosodic
word domain. In fact they suggest that the bounded domains of syllables and feet are not possible
domains for self-conjuction constraints (p. 107). Their self-conjuction domains are not inherently
bounded universally. That is, there is no universal fixed upper limit on the size of morphemes,
stems or, especially, words. The unbounded nature of word size has also been used in other language complexity proofs, for example Culy 1985 on the computational complexity of Bambara
compound words. These two examples (Lyman's Law and Japanese deaccentuation) likewise
crucially involve application of the self-conjoined constraints to compound word structures (Ito
and Mester 2003: 89ff, 218ff). Even more difficult cases can be found in Bantu phrasal phonology. Synchronic versions of Meeussen's Rule (high tone dissimilation, see Kisseberth and Odden
2003: 65, Philippson and Montlahuc 2003: 481) and Dahl's Law (voiceless stop dissimilation,
see Bastin 2003: 513) can operate between words, i.e. where the domain is at least the phonological phrase.
In summary, current OT practice does not support Kornai's conjectures that α and D can
be restricted to bounded, finite and very small classes of items. The assumptions used in the
proof (α = segment, D = prosodic word) are well-attested in the OT literature. It is true that it is
generally assumed that the set of available segments in a language is a bounded set (though see
Swingley 2003 and references cited there for evidence supporting a different view), but it is not
true that these sets are necessarily very small. Languages like !Xóõ (Traill 1985) have upwards
of 100 different phonemes, and 100! permutations is not a tractable search space.
Finally, I am somewhat puzzled by Kornai's advice, "if it ain't broke, don't fix it." In empirical sciences, everything is always broken, or as Lakatos (1970: 120) infamously observed
"new theories are born refuted." So what is the "it" that isn't broken?
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